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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Habesha Project is looking for partners interested in increasing opportunities for 

future generations of displaced people. The Habesha Protection Scholarship secures 

the international protection needs of young people, provides them access to quali-

ty education, expands their employment opportunities and empowers them to 

become agents of change.

In line with UNHCR and the international community, Habesha Project signed a joint 

pledge with the Mexican government at the Global Refugee Forum in 2019. The objec-

tive is to create opportunities for 100 refugees from around the world to come to 

Mexico through complementary education pathways (higher education opportuni-

ties). To meet this objective, Habesha Project has created a 10-year strategy that will 

allow each of the students to reach their full potential both before and after gradua-

tion. The Habesha Protection Model is one of the most comprehensive models in the 

world. Through our whole-of-society approach, we’re able to offer more opportunities 

while reducing costs.

This brochure breaks down in detail how the Mexican community will welcome 100 

refugees in Mexico through complementary education pathways, and how you can 

contribute to making it possible.



who have shown solidarity with others before and want to do so
again. Receiving refugees has to be part of the warm welcome

we’ve always been known for giving.”

 “The Mexicans are generous people,

-Martha Delgado Peralta, 
Deputy Secretary for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights.
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LETTER OF HABESHA STUDENTS

Letter of Habesha Students

Silva Namo

6

When I was living under a four-by-four tent in a refugee camp a hundred 
kilometers away from home, I thought that was it for us Syrians. We’d receive 
shelter, a blanket to fight the cold at night and food for the day, and we’d 
watch the war in our country on the news. After living a year in those condi-
tions, I understood that being under that tent, protecting myself from the rain 
and the cold, and feeling more or less at ease away from conflicts wasn’t the 
solution to end the war and the suffering of millions of people, especially the 
families and young people who weren’t able to get out like me.

My name is Silva Namo, I’m a student of Habesha Project and I must say that 
all the efforts I’ve made over the last few years are finally coming to fruition. I’m 
from Syria, and recently, being Syrian has become something honorable. 
Thanks to Habesha Project, many young Syrians can now proudly say that 
they left their country full of pain caused by the conflict, faced many obstacles, 
and began again from nothing in order to follow their dreams. In Mexico, 
these students have lived dignified human lives, transformed their entire 
realities, and achieved their dreams.

Habesha Project’s achievements show that the impossible is 
actually possible. From Syria, a country with impossible 
challenges that’s kilometers away from Mexico and to which 
I never imagined I’d travel, I came to Mexico,
and already the people of the country have 
left their mark on my heart and soul forever.

There are still other dreams to be fulfilled, other lives to be
lived, other great changes in store for people in precarious 
situations due to armed conflicts right now. Of course, the
project has faced all kinds of obstacles before now, but that
hasn’t stopped it from doing its work. On the contrary, it’s 
become stronger. The project’s students, staff and partners 
have come together and created one strong voice that’ll contin-
ue to guide people to keep giving opportunities to new genera-
tions in the future.

My journey to a country with no walls, but love, peace and higher 
education instead!
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Syria’s families and young people didn’t leave their country because of hunger 
or because they didn’t have homes or shelters to protect themselves. They left 
because they were suffering frequent bomb strikes, and watching brother 
fight brother in the name of freedom. All the schools and universities were 
bombed. My beautiful country entered a civil war due to lack of education and 
knowledge.

And I realised that this problem wouldn’t be solved with Syrians receiving food 
every day and watching the situation from a distance. That’s not a solution in 
the present, nor will it be in the future. If Syrians are to do anything other than 
return to live among the rubble of destroyed houses and schools when the 
war’s over, the country’ll need someone to rebuild it, to rebuild schools 
and universities, and to prepare new generations of Syrians for a future 
without conflicts and war.

The young people of Syria who were forced to flee their country due 
to the armed conflict will eventually return to rebuild it. In my case, 
I left Syria because I was being forced to perform military service. I 
became a refugee in Duhok, Iraq. After a couple of years of being a 
refugee, I began my search for a country that would offer me not only 
shelter or meals for the day, but the chance to educate myself, to finish 
my studies, return to my country and participate in the reconstruction 
process alongside other young people like me. Unfortunately, my first searches 
were fruitless and I lost hope. Then, I came across my guardian angel, Habesha 
Project. Here was an organization of people who thought the same way I did - 
that the solution is to give young people affected by war higher education and 
prepare them for a future that they’ll build based on the principles of peace.

In June 2016, the people of Mexico and Habesha Project finally welcomed me to 
Mexico, and they did so with open arms, giving me a house, a way forward, and 
above all, a place where I could finish my higher education. Thanks to Mexico 
and Habesha Project (DIME), today I’m in the last semester of a degree in 
Business Administration at one of the best universities in Mexico. The university 
has offered me a great higher education experience, yes, but it’s also taught me 
love, peace, and respect for all. The conflicts in my country seem very far away. 
The project always reminds me: “Hazem, there are no walls here, there’s love, 
peace, and higher education.” 

Hazem Sharif



Diálogo Intercultural Mexicano (DIME) is a Mexican civil-society organization 
based on the principle of social co-responsibility that implements a number of 
initiatives to promote intercultural dialogue and solidarity with vulnerable 
groups. Particularly interested in supporting young forcibly-displaced persons 
and refugees, DIME focuses on strategies that are comprehensive and allow for 
the full integration and inclusion of refugees into their host communities.

Habesha Project is a humanitarian civil society initiative that was established in 
2015 as a response to the greatest displacement crisis of our time, that caused by 
the armed conflict in Syria. Through the project, DIME provides long-term 
solutions to displacement and higher education in Mexico for young refugees 
from around the world. By mobilizing resources and a network of top universities, 
the project provides students with a complementary pathway and an opportunity 
to pursue higher education in Mexico.

After several years of experience, DIME has developed a comprehensive model 
that supports students until their graduation from Mexican institutions. The 
model includes the reception of refugees, an intensive Spanish and pre-university 
program, academic and psychosocial support, and full scholarships provided at 
top universities.
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Palacio de Bellas Artes,
Mexico City.
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HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE UNHCR 15 BY 
30 CAMPAIGN

THE GLOBAL CONTEXT

The Global Context

ENROLMENT OF REFUGEES IN EDUCATION

Source: UNHCR (2021)

PRIMARY 
SCHOOL
68%

SECONDARY 
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EDUCATION
5%

COMPLEMENTARY PATHWAYS TO RESPOND 
TO GLOBAL NEEDS

The world is facing a global crisis, with the number of forced 
displacements across the globe surpassing 80 million in 
mid-2020. Many of the affected population are of school 
age, with 40% of displaced people being under 18 and 13% 
being young people of between 18 and 24 years old. In 2019, 
the UN set a goal for the international community - to 
ensure  inclusive  and  equitable  quality  education  and 
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.

However, with 261 million children and young people still 
out of school, and an annual funding gap of US$39 billion 
(UNESCO), we remain far from reaching that goal. Despite 
a stronger focus on education inclusion in recent years, 
there’s much more work to be done.

Only 5% of college-eligible refugees have access to higher 
education,  in comparison to 39% of  people around the 
world enrolled in post-secondary education.

Now, thanks to the severe consequences of the pandemic, 
there’s a threat of even more refugees finding themselves 
out of education, which would diminish hard-won global 
gains, especially for women and girls. According to a Malala 
Fund estimate, approximately 20 million more girls will not 
return to secondary school after the crisis.

Currently, the number of children and young people 
receiving an education around the world continues to 
increase. Higher education opportunities, however, are 
being forgotten about. Providing opportunities for young 
people to go to university is critical at this moment. Higher 
education’s not only considered crucial on an individual 
level, but it has been shown that graduates, institutions, 
communities, and society as a whole benefit from the 
improved civic engagement and better health of 
graduates, as well as increased gender equality and higher 
economic returns.

Higher education can even improve the availability and 
quality of durable solutions for young refugees, including 
local integration, complementary pathways, and voluntary 
return. Education enables all individuals to acquire the 
knowledge and skills they need to be productive 
members of society. The international community has 
recognized that higher education is a critical link in the 
chain between learning and earning that allows young 
people to thrive and transition to the pursuit of sustainable 
futures.

Because of that, UNHCR and its partners are committed to 
achieving an enrollment rate of 15% of young refugee 
women and men in higher education by the year 2030 – 

the 15 by 30 target.

Based on current population data, achieving 15% 
enrollment in 2030 will mean approximately half a million 
more young refugee women and men will be 
participating in an enriching academic life by that time.

On December 17, 2018, the United Nations General 
Assembly affirmed the Global Compact on Refugees 
(GCR), recognizing that sustainable solutions to refugee 
situations can only be achieved through international 
cooperation. The four main objectives of the GCR are:

1. Ease the pressures on host countries;
2. Enhance refugees’ self-reliance;
3. Expand access to third-country solutions;
4. Support conditions in countries of origin for return
    in safety and dignity.
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In 2019, in line with the established objectives of the 
GCR, UNHCR developed the Three-Year Strategy (2019-
2021) on Resettlement and Complementary Pathways. 
As part of this strategy, working groups were created to 
meet regularly and a strategy  for growing resettlement, 
advancing complementary pathways and building the 
foundation of welcoming and inclusive societies was set.

Habesha Project aligns with the first three GCR objectives 
in the following way:

• Ease the pressure on host countries: Selecting 
students from first countries of asylum which have 
an overpassed amount of refugee population.

• Enhance refugee self-reliance: Through the Follow 
up and Support area of Habesha Project, the model 
offers academic, medical, migratory, and psychosocial 
support. To empower students, additionally, it offers 
job guidance at a certain point in the program so 
that students can become financially independent.

• Expand access to third-country solutions: Creating 
a higher education program for refugees in Mexico 
opens the pathway for additional non-conventional 
countries to explore the possibility of offering these 
opportunities. We see ourselves as a leader in the 
subject for the Latin American and Caribbean region 
(LAC).

Specifically, third-country solutions for refugees are to be 
expanded so that by the end of 2028, 3 million refugees 
benefit from effective protection and solutions through 
resettlement (1 million) in 50 resettlement countries and 
complementary pathways: 2 million refugees will be 
admitted through complementary pathways by the end 
of 2028.

Complementary pathways are safe and regulated avenues 
that complement refugee resettlement and by which 
refugees may be admitted into a country and have their 
international protection needs met while they support 
themselves and hopefully move towards a sustainable and 
lasting solution. Complementary pathways do not only 
offer refugees with alternatives to resorting to irregular 
means and dangerous onward movement, but they can 
also facilitate the acquisition and retention of skills that 
can help refugees attain a durable solution in the future.

Examples of complementary pathways are humanitarian 
admission, private or community sponsorship programs, 
family reunification, or education and labor opportunities. 
Complementary education pathways are safe and regulated 
avenues by which refugees move to a third country for 
the purpose of higher education. Key considerations for 
complementary education pathways include:

Participation in the program should not jeopardize 
the rights, legal status or other protection afforded 
to refugees under international law;

Access to legal status in the country where the 
opportunity is provided – including support to obtain 
the necessary travel documents and the possibility 
for the refugee to remain in the third country after 
completion of the study program;

The program should take into account factors such 
as the cultural context and availability of education 
documentation such as transcripts, as well as 
language, individual support, financial and other 
needs expressed by refugee students.
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THE GLOBAL TASK FORCE ON THIRD COUNTRY 
EDUCATION PATHWAYS

The Global Task Force on Third Country Education 
Pathways (GTF) was created to fulfill a need identified 
by stakeholders in the sector to promote and support 
the expansion of tertiary education as a complementary 
pathway for refugee students. Increasing the number of 
higher education pathways will not only help grow the 
number of refugees enrolled in higher education to 15% 
by 2030, as mentioned in UNHCR’s Education 2030: A 
Strategy for Refugee Education, but also help meet the 
ambitious goals of the Three-Year Strategy (2019-2021) on 
Resettlement and Complementary Pathways.

The functions of the GTF are:

• Convening relevant stakeholders to advocate for an 
increase in complementary education pathways 
programs globally.

       
• Coordinating a Global Community of Practice (CoP) 

on Third Country Education Pathways to share 
best practices and lessons learnt and facilitate 
collaboration in setting up complementary 
education pathways.

       
• Supporting the development of pilot programs 

and sustainable funding models.
       

• Developing tools and resources in collaboration 
with members of the GTF and CoP to support 
the design, implementation, and expansion of 
tertiary education as a complementary pathway 
for refugees.

       
• Promoting minimum standards for the design 

of complementary education pathways and 
providing assistance and capacity building to 
ensure new and existing programs meet these 
standards.

The Global Context

DIME, through its flagship programs, Habesha Project, was 
officially accepted as a member of the GTF in September 
2021.

GTF members include representatives of states, regional 
and international bodies, the private sector, NGOs, refugee 
representatives, UN agencies and donors who are engaged 
in or supporting complementary education pathways 
and are committed to expanding tertiary education 
opportunities as a durable solution for refugee students.

The current members of the GTF, in addition to Habesha 
Project, are: 

 Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie (AUF)

European Commission, DG Home

European University Association (EUA)

Government of Germany (represented by the German 

Academic Exchange Service, DAAD)

Government of Canada

Government of Portugal

Institute of International Education (IIE)

Japan ICU Foundation (JICUF)

Open Society Foundations (OSF)

Open Society University Network (OSUN)

Pathways Japan

UNESCO

UNHCR

UNIMED - Mediterranean Universities Union

World Education Services (WES)

World University Service of Canada (WUSC)
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HABESHA RESPONSES TO 
REFUGEE EMERGENCIES

SYRIA
 
After 10 years of crisis, life is harder than ever for displaced 
Syrians. Since 2011, millions have been forced to flee their 
homes and seek safety as refugees in Lebanon, Turkey, 
Jordan and beyond, or live as displaced people inside Syria. 
As the crisis continues, hope is fading.

Millions of Syrians have escaped across borders in what 
has become the world’s largest refugee crisis in decades. 
Most Syrian refugees in neighboring countries live in urban 
areas, with only 1 in 20 being accommodated in refugee 
camps. Many arrived with limited means to cover even 
basic needs, and even those who could rely on savings or 
support from host families at first are now increasingly in 
need of help.

Half of the refugee population is children and young people 
forced to leave home and rebuild their lives not knowing 
if or when return will be possible. The initial emergency 
relief initiatives for Syria’s refugee crisis must now evolve 
and develop longer-term strategies. This mapping exercise 
focuses on refugee youth education, a crucial yet often 
overlooked element in Syria’s humanitarian response. 

Habesha responses to refugee emergencies
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SOUTH SUDAN 

Amid increasing violence and deteriorating conditions, 
the situation in South Sudan has escalated and become 
a full-blown humanitarian emergency. The total number 
of South Sudanese refugees has now surpassed 2 million, 
making it the largest refugee crisis in Africa, and the third 
largest in the world after Syria and Afghanistan. Nearly 2 
million people have been displaced internally, and there 
are now over 2 million South Sudanese refugees outside 
the country, mainly in Ethiopia, Sudan, and Uganda. Many 
fear imminent attacks or struggle with food insecurity.

Sadly, 63 percent of South Sudanese refugees are under 
the age of 18. The majority of those fleeing South Sudan 
are women and children. They are survivors of violent 
attacks, and sexual assault and, in many cases, children 
are traveling alone. Life in the refugee camps is harsh— 
with no guarantees of even sufficient food and clean 
water, education is the last thing on most refugees’ minds. 
Because of that, hundreds of thousands of South Sudanese 
children will grow up without the opportunities that a 
proper education brings.

ROHINGYA

The Rohingya people have faced decades of systematic 
discrimination, statelessness and targeted violence in 
Rakhine State, Myanmar. Such persecution has forced 
Rohingya women, girls, boys and men into Bangladesh for 
many years, with significant spikes following violent attacks 
in 1978, 1991-1992, and again in 2016. Yet it was the events 
of August 2017 that triggered by far the largest and fastest 
refugee influx into Bangladesh. Since then, an estimated 
745,000 Rohingya—including more than 400,000 
children—have fled into the city of Cox’s Bazar.

In Myanmar, entire villages have been burned to the ground, 
families have been separated and killed, and women and 
girls have been gang raped. Victims have found temporary 
shelter in refugee camps around Cox’s Bazar, which is now 
home to the world’s largest refugee camp.   
   
As of March 2019, over 909,000 stateless Rohingya refugees 
reside in Ukhiya and Teknaf Upazilas. The vast majority live 
in 34 extremely congested camps, including the largest 
single site, the Kutupalong-Balukhali Expansion Site, 
which hosts approximately 626,500 Rohingya refugees. 
 
  
Most Rohingya refugees have access to the basics, such 
as food and health services, but they are still extremely 
vulnerable, as they live in highly challenging circumstances, 
and are exposed to the elements during the monsoon 
season and dependent on aid. 

Habesha responses to refugee emergencies
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TIGRAY, ETHIOPIA

More than 3,000 people have fled Ethiopia’s Tigray region 
into eastern Sudan each day – an influx unseen in this 
part of the country in the last two decades. Refugees are 
arriving in remote areas that have little infrastructure. The 
majority have crossed from Ethiopia into Sudan through 
the Hamdayet border point in Kassala State and others at 
Lugdi in Gedaref State. It takes at least six hours to drive 
from the nearest big town, making it difficult to quickly 
deliver food and supplies.

Within Ethiopia itself, the potential for further 
displacement inside the country is growing by the day. The 
lack of electricity, telecommunications and access to fuel 
and cash severely hampers any humanitarian response. 
UNHCR is concerned about the safety and security of all 
civilians in Tigray, including the 96,000 Eritrean refugees 
located in four camps there, who were completely reliant 
on assistance even before this new crisis. We join the rest 
of the UN in calling for all parties in the conflict to protect 
civilians, respect the safety of humanitarian staff, and allow 
access to reach people in need. 

VENEZUELA 

Over 4 million Venezuelans have left their country to 
date according to data from governments receiving 
them, making this among the world’s biggest recent 
displacement crises. There has been an 8,000 per cent 
increase in the number of Venezuelans seeking refugee 
status worldwide since 2014, principally in the Americas. 
However, hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans remain 
without any documentation or permission to stay in nearby 
countries legally, and they therefore lack guaranteed 
access to basic rights. This makes them particularly 
vulnerable to labor and sexual exploitation, trafficking, 
violence, discrimination, and xenophobia. As more and 
more families arrive with fewer and fewer resources, they 
are in immediate need of documentation, protection, 
shelter, food, and medicine. 

Habesha responses to refugee emergencies

The mentioned scenarios are only some examples of current refugee  emergencies. 
It is in Habesha Project’s mission and nature to act in exactly these kinds of emergency contexts, 
so the organization is prepared to respond to any deterioration of humanitarian situations at 
any time, using the capacity it has built over the last seven years to do so.   
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Between 2020 and 2024, 100 refugees will have the 
opportunity to be resettled in Mexico and access higher 
education through the protection scholarship program 
created by Habesha Project. This will be achieved through 
coordination with UNHCR, the Mexican Institute for 
Migration (INM) and Ministry of Foreign Affairs (SRE). 
Potential candidates with the need for international 
protection will be identified (UNHCR), their academic 
qualifications assessed, and the selected persons matched 
with  university scholarships (Habesha Project).

Additionally, students will benefit from a facilitated 
procedure for issuing visas (SRE), and their refugee status 
will be recognized (COMAR). Once in Mexico, Habesha 
Project will coordinate academic and psychosocial 
monitoring and support.

This joint pledge from the Mexican State and Habesha 
Project (civil society) with the technical assistance of 
UNHCR constitutes a historical accomplishment in the 
field of higher education as a complementary pathway for 
refugees, and provides international protection and long-
term solutions.

OUR PLEDGE FROM MEXICO AT 
THE GLOBAL REFUGEE FORUM

Our pledge from Mexico at the Global Refugee Forum

Mexico has a tradition of offering refuge to those fleeling 
violence and intolerance, and through collaborative action, 
Habesha Project is looking to become a global role model 
in the field of higher education in emergencies. In order to 
do this, the organization calls on all Mexican communities, 
especially higher education institutions, to respond to the 
educational needs of the world’s refugees and displaced 
people. Together with its numerous partners, Habesha 
Project promotes an international culture of peace, and 
makes Mexico an important player in the global effort to 
expand educational pathways for refugees. 

Creating opportunities for accessing higher education for young 
refugees from around the world in Mexico.



Signature of the Quadripartite Agreement at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Mexico (From left to right: Giovanni Lepri, UNHCR Mexico Representative, 
Filippo Grandi, UN High Commissioner for Refugees,
Martha Delgado, Under Secretary for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights,
Andres Ramirez, COMAR General Coordinator, Adrian Melendez, Director of DIME.                     



QUADRIPARTITE  COLLABORATION  AGREEMENT

Falicitate refugees and asylum seekers’ access to higher education opportunities in 
Mexico, through the complementary pathways program created by DIME.             

19       Quadripartite Collaboration Agreement

In November 22th, a Collaboration and Contertation of Actions Agreement was signed by the Mexican Commission for 
Refugee Aid (COMAR), the Undersecretary for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and the civil association Dialogo Intercultural Mexicano (DIME), within the framework 
of the commitments assumed at the Global Refugee Forum of 2019. The agreement states that 100 refugees and 
asylum seekers will be able to access higher education opportunities in Mexico.

“I signed an agreement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Mexican 
Commission for Refugee Aid in Mexico, where the government is actually now 
offering university opportunities to refugees from other parts of the world. I find this 
very generous of Mexico, a country that has its own challenges and yet, following a 
very long, historical tradition, remains open to giving opportunities to people that 
have difficulties very far away, also.”

- Filippo Grandi, High Commissioner for Refugees.
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Habesha‘s mission is based on the joint pledge Habesha 
Project, the Mexican government and UNHCR made at 
the Global Refugee Forum 2019, that in the coming four 
years, opportunities will be created for 100 refugees to 
come to Mexico through complementary pathways for 
resettlement and study with  higher education protection 
scholarships.

The Habesha Model is the key vehicle in the implementation 
of the pledge, and the building of a sustainable, multi-
stakeholder project.

HABESHA’S MISSION

Some of the core elements are community involvement, 
specifically the involvement of higher education 
institutions, students and the private sector, and 
capacity building for refugees, which means meaningful 
participation of refugees in the design and implementation 
of the project. Habesha’s mission is to, while it meets the 
objectives set by the pledge, build substantial partnerships 
and institutionalize its processes in order to sustain and 
increase the impact of the project after the end of the 
pledge period.
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UDEM is part of the Habesha Project University Network and 
currently provides two Habesha students with Bachelor’s 

scholarships. It has a permanent commitment to excellence in 
education, and today nine of its academic programs have made it to 

the list of Eduniversal Best Masters Ranking 2021.

UDEM (Universidad de Monterrey), 
Monterrey, Nuevo León, México.
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Universidad Tecnológica El Retoño, 
Aguascalientes, México

Universidad Panaméricana
Aguascalientes, México
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HABESHA PROTECTION SCHOLARSHIP 

Employment
We create partnerships with the private sector so that students can begin part-
time work in the sixth semester of their Bachelor’s or the fourth semester of their 
Master’s program in order that they become more financially independent and 
prepare themselves for employment after graduation.

Selection of at-risk students
After a rigorous selection process, we accept the applications of young refugees 
living in highly precarious conditions. We make our decisions based on letters of 
recommendation, interviews, and other documents that are part of each student’s 
file.

Arrival in Mexico
We organize and finance selected candidates’ journeys to Mexico. We take care of all 
migration procedures and ensure students’ regular status in the country. We validate 
their academic qualifications with the Mexican Secretariat of Public Education.

Integration phase
We prepare students for university with our year-long Intensive Course in Spanish 
Language and Academic Re-Integration (CIAERA). This course includes career 
counseling, workshops, cultural activities and field trips.

Studies
We have a large network of partner universities in eight Mexican states in which 
students can study Bachelor’s or Master’s degrees. All students receive full 
scholarships provided by the higher education institutions.

Maintenance grant

We give all students a maintenance grant that covers the costs of their 

accommodation, transport and food. We also cover costs associated with their 

studies, and offer them medical insurance.

Comprehensive support system

Our Student Reception and Support Coordinator and other members of the team 

support and monitor students’ migration status, physical and mental health and 

academic progress in order to ensure their wellbeing and academic success.

Habesha Protection Scholarship 
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100% of Habesha students found a lucrative activity within 
the first six months after they graduated. This includes 
finding a job within their field, and continuing their 
education by finding a full scholarship and support for a 
PhD.

The objective of the pledge is to receive 50 Master’s students 

and 50 Bachelor’s students. Currently, we have more 

Bachelor’s than Master’s students, but we’ve identified that 

there’s  high demand for both.

ACTIVITY OF HABESHA ALUMNI

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Enjin, Habesha Project student studying a Bachelor’s Degree 
in Architecture during her internship.

Employment in 
PhD
33%

66.67%

46

500

22

All

Bachelor’s Master’s
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what it felt  coming to Mexico;

“Imagine you have died and someone comes
along and gives you a miracle cure. That  s

like being born again.”

- Silva N.

my major and my university myself.
Their universities are of an international

standard, and the organization supports us
in lots of different ways, including medically,

financially and socially.”

“Something I love about Habesha is that
I m free to choose

- Roaa A.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED IN HABESHA 
PROTECTION SCHOLARSHIPS?

VISA ISSUANCE:
      
Visa issuance is organized and financed by Habesha 
Project. This is done through Mexican embassies in the 
first countries of asylum the students reside in or, if there’s 
no consular representation, in the Mexican embassy of a 
neighboring country. Habesha Project has direct contact 
with embassies and/ or consulates in order to facilitate the 
process.

TRAVEL TO MEXICO: 

Habesha Project organizes and finances students’ travel 
to Mexico. This costs an average of around USD 2,000. 
There are often no direct flights and arrival may require 
complicated routes depending on students’ nationalities. 
At least one person from the team will monitor the journey 
24/7 in case there are complications.

VALIDATION OF PREVIOUS 
EDUCATION QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
Habesha Project validates all of the academic qualifications 
of Habesha Project students with the support of the 
Mexican Secretariat of Public Education. If required, 
Habesha Project finances and organizes the delivery of 
important documents.

REFUGEE STATUS IN MEXICO:

Once Habesha Project students arrive in Mexico, COMAR 
will evaluate their refugee claim in Mexico by reviewing 
and validating their individual cases. Having  refugee status 
gives Habesha Project students permanent residency and, 
eventually, the possibility of Mexican citizenship.

ONE-YEAR INTEGRATION, INTENSIVE SPANISH AND PRE- 
UNIVERSITY COURSES:

Students start classes on the second week after their arrival 
  dellac margorp noitargetni dna cimedaca gnol-raey a ni

Intensive Course in Spanish Language and Academic 
Re-Integration’ (CIAERA for its initials in Spanish) that’s 
focused on ensuring they learn Spanish, take relevant pre-
university courses, and have basic cultural and historical 
knowledge of Mexico. All of this is taught in a personalized 
way and adapted to the level of students with the help of 
universities, volunteer instructors, and partnerships with 
stakeholders in Aguascalientes, such as cultural centers. 
Another essential element of the CIAERA is the course in 
academic study orientation. This aims to help students to 

discover their interests and abilities and choose the most 
suitable academic option accordingly.

FULL SCHOLARSHIPS:

Some of Mexico’s top higher education institutions provide 
full scholarships. The average cost of a Bachelor’s degree at 
a (private) university in the Habesha University Network is 
USD $18,585.6 (~ USD $2,323.2 per semester). The average 
cost of a Master’s degree at a (private) university in the 
Habesha University Network is USD $7,042.24 (~ USD 
$1,760.56 per semester).

ACADEMIC, PSYCHOSOCIAL, MIGRATORY AND MEDICAL 
MONITORING AND SUPPORT:

A strong follow-up system is implemented to continuously 
monitor and periodically evaluate students’ academic 
performance and overall wellbeing. It includes in-depth 
semesterly reports, migratory support (i.e. overseeing their 
migration status and intervening when action is needed), 
medical support, academic support, scheduled visits, and, 
if desired, integration activities during academic holidays.

HEALTHCARE UNTIL GRADUATION:

Habesha Project covers the health insurance of each 
student until graduation. This is public health insurance 
provided by the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social 
(IMSS) which includes medical assistance, surgical 
procedures, pharmaceutical assistance, hospital assistance 
and maternity care. Health insurance is renewed annually. 

26

Ivan, Habesha Project student studying a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Communications.

Habesha Protection Scholarship 
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MONTHLY ALLOWANCE:

A monthly allowance until the fifth (Bachelor’s) or third 
(Master’s) semester. This monthly allowance covers 
students’ accommodation and basic needs during the 
study period. It may vary slightly depending on the city, 
and decreases slightly by semester. After the fifth/ third 
semester, Habesha Project no longer provides a monthly 
allowance, but  students have good student jobs and have 
found  accommodation with Habesha Project’s assistance.

AN ACADEMIC BUDGET ACCORDING 
TO THE CHOSEN SUBJECT:

The academic budget covers all extra costs related to 
university studies. This may vary depending on the field of 
study, and the amount is provided on request. The budget 
covers materials, books,  laptops and graduation fees, 
among other costs.

AN EMERGENCY BUDGET:

The emergency amount is given to Habesha Project 
students on request and only in emergencies such as (rare) 
homelessness after stipends expire, robberies, or  terminal 
illnesses in the family which require travel to another 
country.

JOB GUIDANCE:
 
DIME builds a network of business to assist in the process 
of finding employment during and after studies. Also, 
DIME provides workshops, and mentors/ experts in 
students’ fields of study. Workshops are mainly focused 
on labor inclusion, and  topics may include how to write a 
good CV, work culture in Mexico, or how to identify good 
workplaces.

ANNUAL LEADERSHIP MEETINGS:
 
The Annual Leadership Meeting is for all Habesha Project 
students and takes place in Aguascalientes once a year. 
Students are able to connect with other students and 
participate in various sessions including capacity-building 
workshops, talks and discussions. The aim is that Habesha 
Project students have the means of becoming more active 
participants in  Mexican society.

Habesha Protection Scholarship 27         
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WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

Out of all forcibly displaced people around the world, 
around 50% are women. Yet there’s a fundamental gap 
between women and girls and men and boys in education. 
At the secondary education level, there are already fewer 
than 7 girls for every 10 boys.

Women face additional challenges in accessing education, 
including ‘opportunity- cost’ disadvantages, imposed 
gender roles, and violent assaults on the way to and in 
schools. Rasha, a Habesha Project student from Syria, 
explains “ [women] are voiceless, and are often obliged to 
get married very young. Studying at university made me 
a different person, a strong person who is able to make 
her own decisions.”

With the pandemic creating new challenges, 
approximately 20 million more girls will not return to 
secondary school after the crisis.

At Habesha Project, we are committed to awarding 50% 
of our scholarships to female applicants. We’re aware of 
the obstacles and aim to break those down and empower 
women to come and study in Mexico. This means female 
applicants receive priority, and rules that apply to others, 
such as the age limit, are more flexible.

We know the power of education. As Rasha says

“it’s not only necessary but also urgent that we give 
women opportunities... give them the confidence to 
make decisions about their own lives, and allow them 
to educate their sons and daughters to think in a 
similar way and build themselves a better future”.

During their stay in Mexico, we ensure that the needs 
of every female Habesha Project student are heard and 
considered. DIME creates and updates its model with 
gender inclusion in mind. This includes taking into 
consideration gender diversity. 

28

Rasha, Habesha Project Alumni as a panelist at 
the high-level conference Higher Education for 

Refugees in Mexico. 

Women Empowerment
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Habesha Project Local Student Committees at the Second 
Annual Student Committees Meeting 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Habesha Project is based on the whole-of-society approach. 
Through the project, we mobilize the entire Mexican 
community in order to guarantee our work’s sustainability, 
strong integration of students in host communities, and 
to build a bridge between the host community and the 
new population. Specifically, we focus on the involvement 
of students and young people in engaging and promoting 
education for everyone in their community. 

STUDENT COMMITTEES  

Part of Habesha Project are committed Local Student 
Committees, which mobilize the community and promote 
the inclusion of refugees on their campuses. Their activities 
include awareness-raising and fundraising events, as well 
as maintaining a social media appearance. Furthermore, 
these local students support Habesha Project students 
in their integration and other student support activities. 
All members can participate in different workshops and 
intercultural dialogue to build their capacities. 

REFUGEE YOUTH COUNCIL     

    

Our organisation has been growing rapidly, and we’ve 
recognized the importance of having a representative body 
of Habesha Project students. To work closely with them, we 
created a Refugee Youth Council, which gives our students 
the opportunity to identify and put forward their priorities 
and recommendations for our development. This is in 
alignment with the Global Compact on Refugees (GCR), 
which highlighted that “responses are most effective when 
they actively and meaningfully engage those they are 
intended to protect and assist”.
 
This diverse committee of six students (current students and 
alumni) participate actively in the design, implementation, 
and evaluation of the project. Besides that, the Refugee 
Youth Council amplifies the voice of refugees in their 
higher education communities. Habesha Project students 
have previously participated in various high-level events 
and conferences, and now, the creation of the Refugee 
Youth Council strengthens and expands their platform. 
Council members promote refugee inclusion at higher 
education institutions and ensure that refugees’ needs are 
met within Habesha Project and on university campuses. 
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SUSTAINABILITY

BUDGET DISTRIBUTION

The budget consists of four different areas: In-pocket costs, 
student support costs, sustainability, and funding that has 
already been mobilized through  universities.

Each Habesha Project student has a bank account into 
which DIME transfers monthly allowance at the start of 
each month. This area of the budget further includes the 
emergency and academic budgets. Both are given upon 
students’ request and the amount depends on their field 
of study and the academic situation.

This include workshops, integration activities, and an 
annual Leadership Meeting. It further finances all pre-
departure activities, their health insurance, as well as their 
accommodation during their first year in Aguascalientes. It 
also includes salaries to guarantee their psychosocial and 
academic support, as well as that of a CIAERA language 
officer. Through its sustainability plan, DIME will support 
these activities after 2025. The only thing that is budgeted 
for after 2025 is students’ health insurance.

15% of the budget is used on meetings, social media, 
systematizing processes and in- depth M&E. It also builds 
the organization’s structure so that students find solid 
student jobs to support themselves after their monthly 
allowance has ended. This 15% is core to making it 
possible for the project to cut costs through investing 
in partnerships. The aim is to continue the project after 
2025 with lower organizational costs, due to the building 
of partnerships, a stronger network of volunteers, and by 
facilitating all processes. This guarantees the continuance 
of Habesha Project after receiving the 100 refugees that 
will benefit from this project. 

60% of the budget goes from sponsors directly into the 
pockets of Habesha Project students.

25% of the budget is spent on activities which support 
Habesha Projects students directly.

15% is spent on assuring the sustainability of Habesha 
Project.

COST PER STUDENT: 26K USD

In-pocket costs 

Student support 

Sustainability 

Each Habesha Project student has a 
bank account   
 

Workshops and integration activities 
are included in the budget 

ATTRIBUTED COSTS

Sustainability  30
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SUSTAINABILITY

While the aim of the Habesha Project model is to 
receive 100 refugees in Mexico between now and 
2025, we aim to simultaneously invest in making 
Habesha Project a more sustainable initiative to 
continue its growth after this project has ended. 10% 
of the budget will be allocated to sustainability.
     
For Habesha Project, sustainability relies on three 
pillars: community engagement, financial stability, 
and organizational structure.

We work closely with local as well as refugee 
communities to ensure a strong alignment between 
our work and their needs and therefore promote their 
engagement. To strengthen this, we, with the help 
of experts, Local Student Committees and Habesha 
Project students, organize workshops, intercultural 
dialogues and training at schools and universities in 
Mexico. We’ve built a strong backbone of support in 
the local community, which supports the project in 
various ways. Habesha Project students help us make 
sure the design and implementation of the project is 
tailored to their needs and, as a result, more effective.

One approach to strengthening financial stability 
is to invest in the early labor inclusion and financial 
independence of Habesha Project students. We also 
focus on building strong partnerships with the private 
sector, as well as increasing the number of universities 
in our network, both of which can be used as leverage 
to access additional opportunities and resources.

Throughout the years of implementation of our work, 
we’ve recognized the importance of systematizing 
processes through guidelines and tools. We’re a small 
team with a lot of ambition and projects, so facilitating 
daily operations is key to achieving our objectives, 
which we’ve always managed to do so far. 

Community Engagement:

Financial Stability:

Organizational Structure:

Over 1,5 M USD (36%) is provided by universities.
Over 200,000 USD (5%) has been provided by Institute of 
International Education.
150,000 USD (4%) has been provided by the Catalyst Foundation 
for Universal Education. 

  ytilibaniatsuS

Community 
Engagement

Organizational
Structure

Financial
Stability

Catalyst Foundation for 
Universal Education

Institute of International 
Education

Partner universities 

2025
Reach a network of 100 higher education institutions

Create Local Student Committees at half of Habesha 
Project partner participating universities  
Find local financial stability in Aguascalientes to finance 
Habesha Project student residences

Build a network of volunteer business owners who commit 
to mentoring Habesha Project students
Systematize all processes involved in Habesha Project 

Build a network of 20 implementing partners in Mexico 
and internationally
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Kilian Kleinschmidt

Philippa Nuttall

Nima Pourshasb

Emily Daughtry
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Philippa Nuttall is the Head of the Institute of International 
Education’s Latin America and the Caribbean Office. She’s 
a senior management professional with expertise in 
human rights, social development, strategic planning, and 
higher education. She studied Latin American Regional 
Studies at King’s College London, and Poverty Reduction 
and Development Management in Birmingham. 
Furthermore, she’s a member of the Education and 
Further Studies Group of the British Chamber of 
Commerce in Mexico.

Emily is the Senior Program Officer of the Catalyst Founda- 
tion for Universal Education. Previously, she served for 
eight years as an Assistant United States Attorney, 
including two years as Deputy Chief of Appellate Division, 
Civil Division, in the United States Attorney's Office for the 
Southern District of New York in Manhattan.

Kilian Kleinschmidt is a German entrepreneur and former 
UNHCR official who worked as director of Zaatari,Jordan, 
the second biggest refugee camp in the world. He has 
over 25 years’ experience as a humanitarian expert in a 
wide range of countries such as Somalia, Kosovo, Pakistan 
or Sri Lanka. He’s the founder and chairman of the startup 
Innovation and Planning Agency (IPA), which aims to 
connect the millions of poor and dispossessed with idle 
and under-utilized resources and modern technologies.

Nima Pourshasb is the co-founder and CEO of minu, a 
leading Mexican Fintech company which holds agreements 
with 100 companies and figures on the Forbes list of most 
promising startups. He has extensive experience as an 
entrepreneur, having developed technological companies in 
several countries. He was born in Iran and studied in London 
and the United States. He’s a professor at ISDI, a digital talent 
institution. He’s also a Board Member of the Spanish 
Chamber of Commerce.

  Boad
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Santiago Corcuera

Santiago was a member of the UN Working Group on 
Enforced Disappearances and its Chair from 2006 to 
2009. Afterwards, he became Chair of the Coordinating 
Committee of the Special Procedures of the UN Human 
Rights Council and Member of the UN Committee on 
Enforced Disappearances. He is currently a member of 
the Board of Trustees of the Voluntary Fund for Technical 
Cooperation in the Field of Human Rights (VFTC).

Tania Turner

Tania is the Executive Director of Fondo Semilla, a Mexican 
feminist organization. Prior to this position, she has been 
working as Coordinator of Institutional Strengthening and 
Program Coordinator at the same organization. She also 
has been a Monitoring and Evaluation Analyst at Freedom 
House Mexico and a consultant in Research, Health and 
Demography (INSAD).

Besides the above-mentioned Board Members, DIME is in touch with a 
number of other potential collaborators with similarly high profiles in the 
hope of recruiting at least three more professionals to its Board. 
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UNIVERSITY NETWORK

OBJECTIVE: 

To systematically lower the barriers for refugees hoping to 
access higher education by creating concrete educational 
opportunities for refugees and asylum-seekers that provide 
full scholarships at higher education institutes inside and 
outside of Mexico.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Scholarships:

      Each higher education institution provides at least one full 
scholarship to create opportunities for refugees to access 
higher education in Mexico. Most universities provide 
several scholarships, such as IBERO, which has already 
provided 8 full scholarships in the last three years.

Pre-university courses:

As part of the Habesha Project model, students attend 
pre- university courses. These include intensive courses 
in Spanish courses, mathematics and Mexican history 
and culture. Since 2019, higher education institutions 
have accepted students preparing for their Bachelor’s or 
Master’s degrees in their classrooms free of charge.
      

Workshops:

DIME provides workshops for university staff and students 
on a number of relevant topics, such as refugee inclusion, 
cultural diversity, and the crisis in the Middle East.
      

Annual Conference:      

DIME organizes an Annual Conference with all members 
of the Higher Education Network for Refugee Inclusion. 
It creates a learning space to open discussions and 
conversations on how to lower barriers for refugees 
hoping to access higher education, and how to improve 
the inclusion of all students on their campuses. It further 
strengthens interchange and coordination between the 
members of the Network. 

University Network
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PARTNERS

“Young people with access to a meaningful higher education are able to 
flourish, seize new opportunities, and, perhaps most critically, believe in their 
own futures. The Catalyst Foundation for Universal Education proudly supports 
DIME’s life-changing scholarship programs and its efforts to build social 
momentum within Mexico to help additional refugee and displaced students 
access higher education, giving them renewed hope for their futures.”

 - John Sexton,

    

“Habesha Project has demonstrated the possibilities for alternative legal 
pathways for refugee students in Mexico. It has the potential to change the way 
forcibly displaced youth are able to access higher education in third countries 
and has demonstrated the impact potential that the higher education 
community and relevant stakeholders in Mexico can have on supporting 
displaced youth to achieve their full potential.”

 -Michelle Manks, 

Partners

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES
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HOW TO JOIN HABESHA PROJECT

How To Join Habesha Project

Habesha Project offers multiple options for joining efforts to offer higher education to refugee students, some of which 
are the following:

Regional Scenarios:
     

Africa

Middle East and North Africa 

Asia and the Pacific 

Americas

    
 

Fields of study:

STEM 

Law 

Business studies 

Arts

Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity:
     

     

Women: 50% of accepted students will be 
women

LGBTQ+: At least 10% of accepted students 
will be from LGBTQ+ community.

Additionally, Habesha Project can issue tax deductible invoices for donations based on the budget. All donations made 
to support Habesha Project’s mission will be overseen by the Habesha Project Board, this in order to ensure the correct 
use of funds and offer accountability to donors. 

    
 

    
 

Level of studies:

Bachelor’s studies: 50% of students will 
be accepted for a Bachelor’sdegree

Master’s studies: 50% of students will 
be accepted for a Master’s degree
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HABESHA SUSTAINABILITY MODEL (BUDGET)

FINANCIAL 
COMPONENTS

IN-POCKET 
COSTS

ADMINISTRATIVE 
COSTS

STUDENT SUPPORT 
COSTS

(stipends, academic and 
emergency budget)

(Visa issuance, travel to Mexico, rent, 
house services, health insurance, 
workshops and training, integration 
events, annual leadership meeting) 

(salaries of key staff members, 
communication, costs related 
to building partnerships and 
institutionalization)

Total cost per student - limited model 

Bachelor’s    Master’s

$29.690,96 $ 23.273,59
Average cost incl. all   $26,482.28

0.05012
0.05012

TOTAL COST ‘TIL 2025

YEAR TOTAL 

SUM      $2,407,480.07
OVERHEAD (10%)    $240,748.01

TOTAL  $2,648,228.08

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

$264,215.53

$337,657.03

$469,099.98

$559,969.12

$342,038.10

$263,586.09

$125,059.42

$35,104.05

$7,167.16

$3,583.58

Bachelor's                 Master's        Total

50            50               100

Mexican- USD 
exchange rate
(12/01/2021) 

Year 1 (2022)

CONCEPT   

 

Units N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

Visa issuance 
Documents

Trip to Mexico

Rent female residences 
Rent male residences
Services per student

Utilities/ basics residences 

Habesha Project Manager

Social media promotion 
Printing

Partnership meetings (travel) 
M&E Advisor

N° of months
N° of times
N° of times

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

N° of months 
N° of months 

N° of times
N° of months 

N° of times
N° of times

N° of years

1
1
1

12
12
12
12

1
6

10
1

-
-

10
-

-
-

1 10 -

12
1
1

10
10
24

-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-
-

$150.36
$1,700.00
$1,000.00

$18,043.20
$17,000.00

$24,000.00

$960.00
$1,804.32

$48,000.00

$10,495.15
$10,495.15

$3,519.54
$300.72

$22,349.25
$15,540.52
$12,204.16
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$12,204.16

24
24
24

$40.00
$75.18

$2,000.00

$874.60
$874.60

$29.33
$25.06

$1,862.44
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$37.59
$250.60

$150.36
$1,295.04

$601.44
$15,540.52

$451.08
$250.60

Stipends Integration Phase
Academic budget

Emergency budget

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Administrative Costs~

TOTAL In-pocket costs $59,043.20

$50,764.32

Pre- Departure Support

TOTAL Pre-Departure Support
Medical Support

Salaries

Communication

Institutionalization

Health insurance 

Annual Leadership Meeting 
Integration events

$275.66

$85.20
$37.59

$852.04
$225.54

$2,756.60
$2,756.60

$1,077.58

TOTAL Medical Support

TOTAL Capacity Building 

Capacity Building (Habesha Project Students) 

DIME Residences 

$24,810.55

$108,919.65

Total DIME Residences 

Total Salaries

$701.68Total Communication

$16,141.96Total Institutionalization

TOTAL YEAR 1
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 1
TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 1

$264,215.53
$0.00

$264,215.53

gas, water, electricity

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

12
1

4
12

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Pre- Departure Support 

Medical Support 

Year 2 (2023)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL In-pocket costs      $125,160.22

TOTAL Pre-Departure Support       $50,764.32

TOTAL Medical Support      $6,615.84

~In-pocket costs~  

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Administrative Costs~

~Attributed Costs~

Stipends Integration Phase
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 1 
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 2
Stipends Master’s semester 1
Stipends Master’s semester 2

Academic budget
Emergency budget

Habesha Project Manager N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

Visa issuance 
Documents

Travel

Health insurance 

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of years

12
6
6
6
6
-
-

1
1
1

24
24
24

1 24

14
5
5
5
5
14
24

$150.36
$451.08
$451.08
$451.08
$383.42

$1,700.00
$1,000.00

$40.00
$75.18

$2,000.00

$275.66 $6,615.84

$25,260.48
$13,532.40
$13,532.40
$13,532.40
$11,502.54

$23,800.00
$24,000.00

$960.00
$1,804.32

$48,000.00

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-

DIME Residences 

Salaries

Communication

Institutionalization

University Tuition

Total DIME Residences       $26,368.72

Total Salaries       $108,919.65

Total Communication       $701.68

Rent female residences
Rent male residences
Services per student

Utilities/ basics residences 

N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-
-

14
-

$874.60
$874.60

$29.33
$37.59

$1,862.44
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$37.59
$250.60

$451.08
$250.60

$22,349.25
$15,540.52
$12,204.16
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$12,204.16

$10,495.15
$10,495.15
$4,927.35

$451.08

-
-
-
-

Capacity Building (Habesha Project Students) 

TOTAL Capacity Building        $2,383.21

Annual Leadership Meeting 
Integration events 

Social media promotion
Printing

N° of times
N° of times

N° of months 
Lump Sum

1
6

12
-

-
-

-
-

Total University Tuition      $40,837.60

$378,494.63
$40,837.60

$337,657.03

TOTAL YEAR 2
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 2

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 2

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$23,232.00
$17,605.60

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

5
5

-
-

Total Institutionalization      $16,743.40

$150.36
$1,295.04

$1,202.88
$15,540.52

Partnership meetings (travel) 
M&E Advisor

N° of times
N° of months 

8
12

-
-

1
1

24
-

$85.20
$56.39

$2,044.90
$338.31

-
-

-

gas, water, electricity & internet

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Pre- Departure Support 

Medical Support 

Year 3 (2024)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Pre-Departure Support     $54,994.68

TOTAL Medical Support      $13,231.68

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~

~Administrative Costs~

~Attributed Costs~

Habesha Project Manager N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

Visa issuance 
Documents

Travel

Health insurance 

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of years

1
1
1

26
26
26

1 48

$40.00
$75.18

$2,000.00

$275.66 $13,231.68

$1,040.00
$1,954.68

$52,000.00

-
-
-

DIME Residences 

Salaries

Communication

Institutionalization

University Tuition

Total DIME Residences        $29,888.26

Total Salaries       $133,327.97

Total Communication       $701.68

Rent female residences
Rent male residences
Services per student

Utilities/ basics residences 

N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

-
-

24
-

$874.60
$874.60

$29.33
$37.59

$1,862.44
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,017.01
$1,017.01

$37.59
$250.60

$451.08
$250.60

$22,349.25
$15,540.52

$24,408.32
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$12,204.16
$12,204.16

$10,495.15
$10,495.15
$8,446.89

$451.08

-
-
-
-

Capacity Building (Habesha Project Students) 

TOTAL Capacity Building         $4,691.23

Annual Leadership Meeting 
Workshop training
Integration events 

Social media promotion 
Printing

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of months 
Lump Sum

1
3
6

12
1

-
-

-
-

Total University Tuition      $98,010.24

$567,110.22
$98,010.24

$469,099.98

TOTAL YEAR 3
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 3

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 3

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$55,756.80
$42,253.44

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

12
12

-
-

Total Institutionalization      $16,743.40

$150.36
$1,295.04

$1,202.88
$15,540.52M&E Advisor

N° of times
N° of months 

8
12

-
-

1
1

48
-
-

$85.20
$50.12
$75.18

$4,089.79
$150.36
$451.08

-
-
-

-

gas, water, electricity & internet

Stipends Integration Phase
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 1

Stipends Bachelor’s semester 3
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 4

Stipends Master’s semester 1

Stipends Master’s semester 3
Academic budget

Emergency budget

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of times
N° of times

12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
1
1

24
7
7
5
5
7
7
5

24
26

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

$150.36
$451.08
$451.08
$383.42
$383.42
$451.08
$383.42
$315.76

$1,700.00
$1,000.00

$43,303.68
$18,945.36
$18,945.36
$11,502.54
$11,502.54
$18,945.36
$16,103.56
$9,472.68

$40,800.00
$26,000.00

TOTAL In-pocket costs      $215,521.08

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Pre- Departure Support 

Medical Support 

Year 4 (2025)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Pre-Departure Support      $54,994.68

TOTAL Medical Support      $19,020.54

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Administrative Costs~

~Attributed Costs~

Habesha Project Manager N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

Visa issuance 
Documents

Travel to Mexico

Health insurance 

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of years

1
1
1

26
26
26

1 69

$40.00
$75.18

$2,000.00

$275.66 $19,020.54

$1,040.00
$1,954.68

$52,000.00

-
-
-

DIME Residences 

Salaries

Communication

Institutionalization

University Tuition

Total DIME Residences       $30,592.17

Total Salaries       $133,327.97

Total Communication       $701.68

Rent female residences
Rent male residences
Services per student

Utilities/ basics residences 

N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 
N° of months 

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

-
-

26
-

$874.60
$874.60

$29.33
$37.59

$1,862.44
$1,295.04
$1,017.01

$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,295.04
$1,017.01
$1,017.01

$37.59
$250.60

$451.08
$250.60

$22,349.25
$15,540.52

$24,408.32
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$15,540.52
$12,204.16
$12,204.16

$10,495.15
$10,495.15
$9,150.80

$451.08

-
-
-
-

Capacity Building (Habesha Project Students) 

TOTAL Capacity Building         $6,894.01

Annual Leadership Meeting 
Workshop training
Integration events 

Social media promotion 
Printing

N° of times
N° of times
N° of times

N° of months 
Lump Sum

1
6
6

12
1

-
-

-
-

Total University Tuition      $178,414.88

$738,384.00
$178,414.88
$559,969.12

TOTAL YEAR 4
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 4

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 4

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$111,513.60
$66,901.28

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

24
19

-
-

Total Institutionalization      $17,344.84

$150.36
$1,295.04

$1,202.88
$15,540.52M&E Advisor

N° of times
N° of months 

12
12

-
-

1
1

69
-
-

$85.20
$75.18

$93.98

$5,879.08
$451.08
$563.85

-
-
-

-

gas, water, electricity & internet

Stipends Integration Phase
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 1

Stipends Bachelor’s semester 3
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 4
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 5
Stipends Master’s semester 1

Stipends Master’s semester 3
Academic budget

Emergency budget

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
-
-

26
12
12
7
7
5
12
12
7

26
26

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

$150.36
$451.08
$451.08
$383.42
$383.42
$315.76
$451.08
$383.42
$315.76

$1,700.00
$1,000.00

$46,912.32
$32,477.76
$32,477.76
$16,103.56
$16,103.56
$9,472.68
$32,477.76
$27,606.10
$13,261.75

$44,200.00
$26,000.00

TOTAL In-pocket costs      $297,093.24

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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41 

Medical Support 

Year 5 (2026)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $24,258.08

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 88 $275.66 $24,258.08

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $259,944.80

$601,982.90
$259,944.80
$342,038.10

TOTAL YEAR 5
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 5

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 5

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$171,916.80
$88,028.00

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

37
25

-
-

-

Stipends Integration Phase
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 1
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 2
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 3
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 4
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 5
Stipends Master’s semester 1
Stipends Master’s semester 2
Stipends Master’s semester 3

Academic budget

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

Lump Sum

12
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
-

26
13
13
12
12
7
13
13
12
26

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

$150.36
$451.08
$451.08
$383.42
$383.42
$315.76
$451.08
$383.42
$315.76

$1,700.00

$46,912.32
$35,184.24
$35,184.24
$27,606.10
$27,606.10
$13,261.75

$35,184.24
$29,906.60

$22,734.43
$44,200.00

TOTAL In-pocket costs  $317,780.02

Medical Support 

Year 6 (2027)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $20,950.16

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 76 $275.66 $20,950.16

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $323,869.12

$587,455.21
$323,869.12

$263,586.09

TOTAL YEAR 6
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 6

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 6

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$232,320.00
$91,549.12

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

50
26

-
-

-

Stipends Bachelor’s semester 1
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 2
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 3
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 4
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 5
Stipends Master’s semester 1
Stipends Master’s semester 2
Stipends Master’s semester 3

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

13
13
13
13
12
13
13
13

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

$451.08
$451.08
$383.42
$383.42
$315.76
$451.08
$383.42
$315.76

$35,184.24
$35,184.24

$29,906.60
$29,906.60

$22,734.43
$35,184.24

$29,906.60
$24,628.97

TOTAL In-pocket costs      $242,635.93

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Medical Support 

Year 7 (2028)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $15,988.28

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 76 $275.66 $15,988.28

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $254,862.56

$379,921.98
$254,862.56
$125,059.42

TOTAL YEAR 7
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 7

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 7

$2,323.20
$1,760.56

$209,088.00
$45,774.56

Tuition Bachelor's
Tuition Master's 

N° of semester
N° of semester

2
2

45
13

-
-

-

Stipends Bachelor’s semester 3
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 4
Stipends Bachelor’s semester 5
Stipends Master’s semester 3

N° of months
N° of months
N° of months
N° of months

6
6
6
6

13
13
13
13

-
-
-
-

$383.42
$383.42
$315.76
$315.76

$29,906.60
$29,906.60
$24,628.97
$24,628.97

TOTAL In-pocket costs  $109,071.14

Medical Support 

Year 8 (2029)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $10,475.08

~In-pocket costs~ 

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 38 $275.66 $10,475.08

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $176,563.20

$211,667.25
$176,563.20

$35,104.05

TOTAL YEAR 8
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 8

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 8

$2,323.20 $176,563.20Tuition Bachelor's N° of semester 2 38 -

-

Stipends Bachelor’s semester 5 N° of months 6 13 - $315.76 $24,628.97

TOTAL In-pocket costs     $24,628.97

Medical Support 

Year 9 (2030)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $7,167.16

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 26 $275.66 $7,167.16

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $120,806.40

$127,973.56
$120,806.40

$7,167.16

TOTAL YEAR 9
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 9

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 9

$2,323.20 $120,806.40Tuition Bachelor's N° of semester 2 26 -

-

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Medical Support 

Year 10 (2031)

CONCEPT   Unit
N°  of 
Units

N°  of 
Students

N°  of 
Personell Unit  Cost Total (USD) Details

TOTAL Medical Support      $3,583.58

~Student Support Costs~ 

~Attributed Costs~

Health insurance N° of years 1 13 $275.66 $3,583.58

University Tuition

Total University Tuition      $60,403.20

$63,986.78
$60,403.20

$3,583.58

TOTAL YEAR 10
TOTAL ATTRIBUTED COSTS YEAR 10

TOTAL REQUIRED COSTS YEAR 10

$2,323.20 $60,403.20Tuition Bachelor's N° of semester 2 13 -

-

YEAR Paid 
stipends

Integration 
Phase 

Graduating Alumni TOTALSemester
 1

Semester
2

Semester
3

Semester
4

Semester
 5

Semester
6

Semester
7

Semester
8

Semester
9

Semester
10

Bachelor
Semester

 1
Semester

2
Semester

3
Semester

4

Masters

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

YEAR

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

10

24

48

69

83

64

39

13

0

0

10

14

24

26

26

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

13

13

5

7

12

18

20

12

13

13

5

12

24

42

62

74

87

10

24

48

69

88

76

58

38

26

13

Habesha Sustainability Model (Budget)
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Stipend integration 
phase

Stipend Bachelor’s

 

Stipend Master’s

Academic budget

Emergency budget

Visa issuance

Document delivery

Travel to Mexico

This refers to the stipends during the year-long integration phase in which Habesha students stay in 
Aguascalientes. Because accommodation and basic needs (e.g. water, cleaning supplies) are provided and 
costs of living in Aguascalientes are low, the stipends are modest. 

This stipend covers the accommodation and basic needs during students’ study period. It may vary 
slightly depending on the university city. In the first and second semesters, students receive the full 
amount, in the third and fourth semesters they receive 85% of the stipend, and in the fifth semester, 70%. 
Afterwards, there is no stipend, but students will have found a good student job and  accommodation 
with the guidance of Habesha Project. Health insurance and academic and emergency budgets  continue 
to be provided.

This stipend covers the accommodation and basic needs during students’ study period. It may vary slightly 
depending on the university city. In the first semester,  students receive the full amount, in the second 
semester, they receive 85% of the stipend, and in the third semester, 70%. In the last semester, there is 
no stipend, but students will have found a good student job and accommodation with the guidance of 
Habesha Project. Health insurance and academic and emergency budgets continue to be provided. 

The academic budget covers all extra costs related to university studies. This may vary depending on the 
field of study, and the amount is provided on request. The budget covers materials, books,  laptops and 
graduation fees, among other costs.

The emergency amount is given to Habesha Project students on request and only in emergencies such 
as (rare) homelessness after stipends expire, robberies, or  terminal illnesses in the family which require 
travel to another country.

Visa issuance is organized and financially covered by Habesha Project. This is done through the 
Mexican embassies in the first country of asylum the student is residing or in case there is no consular 
representation, in a neighboring country which does. Habesha Project will have direct contact with the 
Embassies and/or Consulates to facilitate the process. 

If a candidate of Habesha Project is selected to receive a scholarship and some of their documents are in 
their city of origin or need to be requested from somewhere, Habesha Project assists in organizing and 
paying for the delivery of the documents (depending on the availability of funds).  

Habesha Project organizes and finances the travel to Mexico. This costs on average around USD 
2,000. There are often no direct flights and it may require some complicated routes depending on the 
nationality of the Habesha students. At least one person from the team will monitor the travel 24/7 in 
case there are complications.

GLOSSARY

~IN-POCKET COSTS~

~STUDENT SUPPORT~ 

Glossary
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Health insurance

Annual Leadership
Meeting

Workshop training

Integration events

Rent female
residences

Rent male
residences

Services per student

Utilities/ basics

Habesha Project
Manager

Student Support

Associate
Administration

Habesha Project covers the health insurance of each student until graduation. This will be a public 
health insurance provided by the Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (IMSS) which includes medical 
assistance, surgical procedures, pharmaceutical assistance, hospital assistance and maternity. The 
Health Insurance must be renewed annually. 

The Annual Leadership Meeting is for each Habesha student once a year in Aguascalientes. They 
have the possibility of connecing with other students and participate in various sessions, engaging 
in capacity- building, dialogues, and discussions.  The aim is that Habesha Project students have the 
means to become more active participants in the mexican society.

The workshop training is mainly focused on labor inclusion. Topics may include how to write a good 
CV, work culture in Mexico, or how to identify adequate work places. They will be given by either a 

cities.

to museums, Mexican dinners, mountain hikes, or  bicycle tours. The events are not mandatory for 
students, but participation is encouraged. 

The Habesha Project female residences can house up to 13 women in Aguascalientes. Students stay 
there in the integration phase (12 months) and may come back on vacation later if there’s space. There 
are common areas and a study area with computers. A cleaner cleans the residences twice a week 

The Habesha male residences can house up to 14 men in Aguascalientes. The students stay there in 
the integration phase (12 months). They may come back on vacation in case there is a space. There are 
common areas, and an area to study with computers. A cleaner cleans the residences twice a week 

This cost is based on the average service cost per student. It includes gas, water, electricity and 
internet per month.

This includes cleaning supplies and water.

The Habesha Project Manager helps manage and oversee the project. This person helps implement 

coordination with implementing partners.

monitoring and support of students. This includes academic, medical, migratory, and psychosocial 

students on a regular basis and they conduct in-depth interviews to keep track of students’ wellbeing. 

including making payments, preparing regular reports (e.g. budget reports), arranging travel and 

rules and regulations of the student residences. The person will specifically work on including new 
students, partnerships, reports, and activities of the coming students.  
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Student Mobilization

CIAERA Language

Private Sector

Social media
promotion

Printing

Partnership meetings
(travel)

M&E Advisor

with Habesha Project’s network of Local Student Committees, as well as providing information and 
coordinating certain volunteer programs. The aim is to transmit gradually more responsibilities to the 
Local Student Committees and strengthen their role in the project. 

the integration phase of students in Aguascalientes. Because this phase is crucial for students’ success 
in university, it’s essential to have an appointed person focusing on creating relevant partnerships, 
organizing events, and implementing a solid intensive Spanish course. 

a network of volunteer mentors who support students in preparing themselves for the job market in 
accordance to their skills and field of study. The idea of the model is that students become financially 

     
Secondly, this  person will focus on creating a network of businesses interested in employing Habesha 
Project students, and thus support the project. This may also include creating inclusion workshops at the 
workplaces of key players in the network. 

Habesha Project relies highly on the engagement of the Mexican community. Through an active social 
media presence, Habesha Project can connect with new partners and volunteers, and also access a 
platform for awareness-raising and amplifying the voices of Habesha Project students. Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram, and LinkedIn charge money for promoting social media posts. Paying these costs will allow us 
to regularly publish posts, and push the most important ones. 

Meeting and workshops. 

in person. It covers travel, accommodation, and some food expenses. The diversification of partners will 
ensure long-term sustainability after the first four years of the project. 

Because of the scale of the project, there’s a strong need for good Monitoring and Evaluation. Habesha 
Project will collaborate with an M&E Advisor who will assist in collecting data and identifying areas of 
strength and of potential. They will work closely with the Habesha Project team and students. M&E will 
be based on qualitative and quantitative data.  

~SUSTAINABILITY COSTS~

Tuition Bachelor’s

Tuition Master’s

Universities provide full scholarships. The average cost of a Bachelor’s degree at a (private) university in 
the Habesha University Network is USD $18,585.6 (~ USD $2,323.2 per semester). 

Universities provide full scholarships. The average cost of a Master’s degree at a (private) university in 
the Habesha University Network is $7,042.24 (~ USD $1,760.56 per semester).

~CONTRIBUTED COSTS~
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Proyecto Habesha
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